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The problem of decomposing an independence system into the set-theoretic union of 
matroids is considered in the first part of this paper and a Boolean procedure is proposed for 
finding the prime matroidal components ofsuch a decomposition. The second part of the paper 
deals with the special case of the independence system of all stable sets of a graph, characterizes 
the graphs whose family of stable sets is the set-theoretic union of two matroids, produces a
class of perfect graphs of matroidal number k and gives for graphs an accelerated version of the 
general decomposition technique. 
1. Introduction 
Numerous  prob lems of combinator ia l  opt imizat ion appear  natural ly  in the form 
I Maximize c(X)  = ~ cixj, j= l  
I subject  to f(Xl . . . . .  x , )=O,  
xj e{0, 1}, j= l  . . . . .  n 
where c = (Cl . . . . .  c ,)  is a non-negat ive real vector,  and [ (X)  is a nondecreas ing 
Boo lean function, i.e. 
x <~ x '  ~ [ (x )  <_ f(x') .  
As a matter  of fact, it has been shown in [3] that every mathemat ica l  
p rogramming prob lem in 0-1 variables can be brought  to this form; however  
computat iona l ly  this t ransformat ion can somet imes be very expensive. On the 
o ther  hand,  some typical prob lems of  0 -1  programming (vertex-packing,  set 
covering,  etc.) appear  direct ly or  a lmost direct ly in this form. 
Because of the fact that [ (X )  is nondecreasing,  the feasible solut ions of the 
prob lem ~,  i.e. the vectors Xe  {0, 1}" with f (X )  = 0, if v iewed as the character ist ic 
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vectors of some subsets of the set V = {1 . . . . .  n}, define an independence systc: 
(V, 2~¢). Conversely, it is obvious that every independence system (V, Z) defines 
nondecreasing Boolean function fz. Therefore, the problem ~ is simply that , 
maximizing c(X) over an independence system (V, v). 
This is in general a difficult problem. However, if (V, 2~) is a matroid 1, then , 
greedy type algorithm offers an easy solution of the problem. 
Moreover, if we could find a finite number k of matroids (V, Ik) such that 
Se£ ¢~ 3q, l<~q<k, Selk 
then the original problem would be 'decomposed' into k easy ones. 
The Boolean interpretation of this decomposition is that of representing ttt~ 
nondecreasing Boolean function f as a product 
f=fi- ' - fk 
of k nondecreasing Boolean functions fq each of which has the property that tilt 
associated independence systems (V, ~, )  is a matroid. 
The problem of finding such a decomposition is the object of this paper. 
The dual of the decomposition problem, i.e. the problem of representing f a 
the disjunction 
f=f,v...vf~, 
of k 'matroidal functions' f~ has been studied in the last years in connection will 
the matroid-intersection problem. 
In this study is has been considered useful to use as a main tool of investigatior 
nondecreasing Boolean functions; this tool has made it possible to handle b 
means of simple algebraic manipulations many complex combinatori~ 
phenomena. 
Section 1 will provide the necessary Boolean terminology and notations as we i 
as a definition of matroidal functions and matroidal decompositions. Section 2 wi! 
deal with the study of the matroidal components and of the prime matroid~: 
components of a nondecreasing Boolean function. 
Section 3 deals with the matroidal decomposition of the independence systerr 
consisting in all the stable sets of a graph, while Section 4 will define a class ¢:,~ 
graphs having a prescribed 'matroidal number'. The section ends with thai 
characterization f those graphs whose associated independence system can b~: 
decomposed into two matroids. 
Before concluding this introduction, the concept and the usefulness of ; 
matroidal decomposition will be illustrated on the following 
Example 1. Let us consider the problem of maximizing 
c(X)  : ClX 1 --I-- • • At C6x6, 
1 The rnatroid theoret ic  termino logy in this paper  fol lows that in [4, 5, 6]. 
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where c2 > c5 > c6 > C3 = C4 ]> C1 • 0,  subject o the constraint f(X) = 0, where 
f (X )  = x1x  2 v x ix3x  4 v x1x5x  6 v x2x3x  4 v x2x3x5x  6v x4x5x  6. 
It can be seen that f = flf2, where the functions 
fl = X1VX2X3VX4X5x6,  f2 = X1X2VX3X4VX5X6 
are matroidal. 
The maximization of c(X) under the constraint f~(X)= 0 yields the optimal 
solution (0, 1,0,0, 1, 1) for which c(X)=c2+c5+c6; the maximization of c(X) 
under the constant f2(X)= 0 yields the optimal solutions (0, 1, 1, O, 1, O) and 
(0, 1, O, 1, 1, O) for which c(X)= c2+c3+cs. Since c2+cs+c6>c2+c3+c5, it fol- 
lows that the optimal solution of the original problem is (0, 1, O, O, 1, 1). 
1.1. Boolean notations and terminology 
Let f(xl . . . . .  x.) be a Boolean function. 
The product (conjunction) of a subset of complemented or uncomplemental 
variables 
e=l-Ix,, rI , SnT=¢ 
i~S je t  
is called an elementary conjunction; similarly 
R= V.~v V &, SnT=¢ 
i~S i~T 
is called an elementary disjunction. 
An elementary conjunction P is called an implicant of f if 
P=I  ~ / - -1 ,  
and a prime implicant if it is an implicant, but the elementary conjunction 
obtained by dropping any of the complemented or uncomplemented variables 
appearing in P, is not an implicant. For example, xyz is a (non-prime) implicant of 
f = x~ v yz, and xz is a prime implicant of it. 
Similarly an elementary disjunction R is called an implicatum of f if 
f= I  ~ R=I ,  
and prime implicata are defined analogously. 
It is known that the prime implicants PI . . . . .  P, and the prime implicata 
R~,. . . ,  R, of a nondecreasing Boolean function f do not involve any com- 
plemented variables and that 
f=P1vP2v" ..vP,, f=RI "R2  . . . . .  Rs. 
These expressions are called the irredundant normal disjunctive and the irredun- 
dant normal conjunctive form of f, respectively. 
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Remark 1. If (V, ~) is the independence system consisting of the sub:., 
whose characteristic vector satisfies the equation f(X) = 0, then the prin~: 
ants of f correspond simply to the circuits of (V, X), while the prime imp i 
correspond to the minimal transversals of the circuits of ( V, v).  We rec; 
transversal of a family of sets is a set meeting every member of this fan 
Some of the Boolean relations which will be used frequently in the P~I 
the following: 
For any a,/3, 3' ~ {0, 1}, 
(a v/3)3" = a3" v/33", o~ v/33' = (a v /3 ) (~ v 3"), 
a~</3 ~ av/3=/3 ~ o~/3=a, 
ot ~a  v/3, 0,/3 ~a,  ava  = ol, oeo~ =o~. 
As an example of Boolean calculation, we mention the following one, L i 
in the graph-theoretic sections of this paper. 
If fl and f2 are nondecreasing Boolean functions, 
/1 = a V /31V3" l ,  f2 = Ot V/3:2V 3"2, 
where or, /31, /32, 3"1, 3"2 are disjunctions of elementary conjunctions i
variables xl . . . . .  x, and if 
/31 ~<f2, /32"-.-< f l ,  
then 
flf2 = a v/31 v /32v  3"13"2. 
1.2. Graphs and quadratic nondecreasing Boolean [unctions 
If {1 . . . . .  n} represents the vertex set of a graph G, if a~ i = 1 if the vertic,:.' i 
] are adjacent and a~ i = 0 otherwise, then the stable sets of G (i.e. those:: !,:. 
vertices which contain no pair of adjacent vertices) are characterized :,
equation [ (X)= 0, where the function 
f = ~/a ,  jx, x~ 
i=1  
is quadratic and nondeereasing. 
If we accept loops in the graph G (and mark their presence by putting ,:~.~ ::
there is a loop in i, and ahi = 0 otherwise) and if we define a stable sell aL!. 
which contains neither a pair of adjacent vertices nor a loop, then the st~!;iflLl: 
of G are characterized by 
i~ l  
i= l  
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these quadratic functions, due to Boolean idempotence (x~x~ =x~), can contain 
linear terms too. 
Conversely, to a purely quadratic nondecreasing Boolean function (i.e. one 
having no linear part) we associate a simple graph (and this correspondence will 
be one-to-one), while to a general quadratic nondecreasing function we associate 
a graph with loops. 
For example, to the function 
fl = x ix2  v x2x  3 v x3X 4 v x4x  5 V XsX 1 
we associate the graph G~: 
1 
G1 
to the function 
f2 ~ X1 VX2VX3X4VX4X5 
we can associate not only G2." 
1 2 
but also G~ 
3 4 5 
(1) 
G2 
1 2 3 4 5 
G2 
as well as many other graphs. 
The graph associated to a nondecreasing quadratic function f in which the 
image of every linear term is an isolated looped vertex, will be called the standard 
model of f. 
If f(xl . . . . .  x.) is a quadratic nondecreasing function, if a,  = 1 for 1 ~< i ~< m, 
and a, = 0 for i >~ m + 1, then 
i= l  i~i 
i=ma-1  
i=ma-I 
and the solutions of the equation f (X )= 0 simply correspond to the stable sets of 
the subgraph G'  of G induced by {m + 1 . . . .  n}. 
Remark 2. Due to the fact that the term x~o corresponding in f to a loop in i0, 
absorbs any term of the form x~0x~, the associated graph shall have no other edges 
incident to a looped vertex; therefore the general correspondence b tween graphs 
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and quadratic nondecreasing functions shall not be one-to-,me, tl,,'...' 
graphs corresponding to the same quadratic nondecreasing function f h::~' 
the same stable sets, and therefore, as long as we are only cxamiuir:,. 
problems in graphs (as in the case in the graph-theoretic part ot this: p: 
confusions can arise by restricting our attention to the standard mo(icl , 
Let V = {1 . . . . .  n} and A c_ V. We shall frequently need the Boolean t~:~ 
La= V x/ and QA= V oqx~. 
i cA  
If A = ¢ we shall have La = QA = 0, and if A = {i} we shall have L A = Y~, (i' 
We remark that 
QA~LA 
or, equivalently, 
QaLA = Oa, 
and for A=/=0, QA=/=LA. 
If A N B = ¢, we have 
LaLB = V x~xj, QAo, =OA vLALB vQB =(LA vOB)(LB vQ 
These formulas will be used often. 
1.3. Matroidal [unctions and decompositions 
An interesting case of the optimization problem ~ arises when the i:~ 
dence system defined by the solutions of the equation f(xl . . . . .  x,~) .... 
matroid. 
Such problems can be easily recognized. Indeed, if the nondecreasing l ;, ,~: 
function [ is given in its irredundant disjunctive form 
f=Clv - - .vC , ,  
then the ~ 's  are in one-to-one correspondence with the circuits of the mat ~,, 6 
Let us consider two distinct prime implicants Ci, G of f and assm:n.,:: 
intersect (i.e. they involve at least one common variable, say x). Puttin!~, 
G = xDi, ~ = xDj, where Di, D~ are again elementary conjunctions, we defin, 
product DiD~ to be the positive consensus of G and C} with respect o x. 
A nondeereasing Boolean function will be called matroidal if the independ, e: 
system defined by the equation f = 0 is a matroid. 
From the axioms of a matroid we have now the following. 
Th~rem 1. The [unction [ is matroidal i[ and only if all the positive cons,~,; 
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DiD i of all pairs of intersecting prime implicants CiCi of f are implicants of f (i.e., 
DiD i ~ f). 
Remark  3. The fact that Ci, Ci are prime implicants is essential. For illustration 
consider the matroid defined by f = xy v ztu. Notice that f = xy v xyz v ztu, and the 
positive consensus of the implicant xyz and of the prime implicant xy is the 
nonimplicant xz. 
Example 2. The function 
f~ = xvyztvzuvytu  
defines a matroid, but 
f2 = xyz v yzt v xt v xu v zu v tu 
does not. 
Remark  4. If f(x~ . . . . .  x . )  is matroidal, then f (x l , . . . ,  x/ -1 ,  0,  xi+ 1 . . . . .  xrt ) 
i = 1 . . . . .  n) is matroidal. This operation corresponds to matroid restrictions. 
Remark S. If f(xl . . . . .  x,,) is matroidal, then f(xl . . . . .  x~-l, 1, x~+l . . . . .  x.)  
i = 1 . . . . .  n) is matroidal. This operation corresponds to matroid contractions. 
The above theorem gives a particularly useful description of the quadratic 
matroidal functions. 
Corollary 1. Any quadratic matroidal nondecreasing Boolean 
f(xl . . . . .  x,) has the form 
f=LAVOK, V'''VQK. 
where {A, K1 . . . . .  K,} forms a partition of the set {1, 2 . . . . .  n}. 
function 
Indeed, it is easy to see that a function of this form is matroidal. Conversely, if f 
is matroidal and if we put f = LAv  g, where LA is the linear part of f and g is the 
purely quadratic part of it, we see that ff the terms x~xj and x~xk appear in g, then 
x~xk has to appear too. Therefore the variables are obviously partitioned into A 
and the sets K~ . . . . .  Kr, such that if the term x~x i appears in g, and if i, ]~ A, then 
there exists an s (1 ~< s ~< r) so that {i, j} ~ K~. 
Theorem 2. Every nondecreasing Boolean function is the product of a finite number 
of matroidal functions. 
Proof. Every linear Boolean function LA (A ~_ {1 . . . . .  n}) is obviously matroidal 
(the associated matroid having as independent sets all the subsets of 
{1 . . . . .  n}\A) .  The theorem follows now directly from the remark that Boolean 
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function can be written as the product of their prime implicata, which are ~1 
course linear functions. [ ]  
Remark 6. The direct combinatorial meaning of Theorem 2 is that for every 
independence system (X, I )  on a finite set X, there exist k matroids 
(X, 11) . . . .  , (X, Ik) such that 
S~I  ¢:> 3 j ( l~ j~k) ,  SeI i .  (3) 
Definition. The smallest number k of matroidal functions whose product is f will 
be called the matroidal number of f, and denoted by m (f). Similarly, the smallest 
number k of matroids (X, Ik) allowing to describe the independence system 
S = (X, I) according to (3), will be called the matroidal number e(Z) of Z. 
Remark 7. If f is a nondecreasing Boolean function and f'  is obtained from f by 
fixing some of the variables to 0, we have 
m (f ' )  ~ m (f  ). 
2. Determination of malroidal decompositions 
In this section we shall examine the question of finding the matroidal dhcom- 
positions of an arbitrary nondeereasing Boolean function. The concepts of matroi- 
dal and of prime matroidal components will be introduced and an 'obstruction 
removal technique' will be presented for the determination of all prime matroidal 
components of a given function. In the last part of this section a simplification of 
the problem will be described for the elimination of 'twin' variables. 
2.1. Matroidal and prime matroidal components 
It has been seen that any nondecreasing Boolean function f(xx . . . . .  x~) is the 
product of a finite number of matroidal functions fi(xl . . . . .  x,) (i ~ I). Obviously 
for all these functions 
f(xl . . . .  ,x~)~<f~(xx . . . . .  x,,) for all (xx . . . . .  x,)~{0, 1}", 
A nondecreasing matroidal Boolean function m(nx . . . . .  ~)  is called a matroidal 
component (or simply a component) of f(xl . . . . .  x,) if 
f(xl . . . .  , x,,)<~m(xl . . . .  , x~) for all (xl . . . . .  x,)~{0, 1} ~ 
and a prime matroidal component (or simply a prime component of f), if there 
exists no matroidal component m'(x~ . . . . .  x~) of f, such that f<~m'<m (i.e. 
m'(xl . . . . .  x,,)<~m(xl . . . . .  x~) for all (X l , . . . ,  x~)c{0, 1}", but m'~ m.) 
Let us assume now that f has the matroidal decomposition 
f=fx"  " " fk. 
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If one of the components, ay f~, is not prime, then there is another component 
f '  of f such that f<~f'<fi .  Then 
f<f l "  " " f~-, f [ f ,+, ' '  " fk ~f , "  "" fk = f. 
We can therefore restrict our attention to decompositions involving only prime 
components. This applies in particular to the minimal decompositions of f. 
~p le  3. If G1 is a chordless pentagon, its associated Boolean function is (1). 
Among its components we find 
g = Q{1.2,3,4,5} = x lx2vx lx3v"  " "vX4Xs ,  
h -- L{1.sIv Q{2,3.4} = Xl VXsVX2X3VX3X4VX2X4 • 
Since it can be easily seen that g < h, it follows that h is not a prime component. 
Remark 8. Every implicatum (prime or not) of a nondecreasing function f is a 
(not necessarily prime) matroidal component of it; the matroidal components can 
hence be viewed as generalizations of the Boolean implicata. 
2.2. Obstruction removal techniques 
Assume that the function f given in an irredundant disjunctive normal form 
f=C~v...vCq 
is not matroidal. There exist hence two prime implicants Ci and C i having a 
common variable x, such that their positive x-consensus i not an implicant of f. 
In this case we shall say that the pair (C~, Ci) forms an x-obstruction of f. Let us 
put 
Ci = xHK1, C i = xHK2, 
where H is an elementary conjunction ot involving x, and where K~ and/(2 are 
elementary conjunctions without common variables, and not involving x or any 
variable appearing in H. Obviously, the positive consensus of Ci and Cj in the 
variable x is HK1K2, and the assumption shows that HK~K2q~f. 
Let us consider now the functions 
fl = fvHx,  f2=fvHKlK2  . 
It is easy to see that (since C~ or C i are not prime implicants of fl, and since their 
positive consensus in x is an implicant of f2) the pair (C, C i) does not form an 
x-obstruction in any of the two new functions fl, f2. 
Theorem 3. I f  f is not matroidal, and if Ci, C~, x, H, KI, 1(2, fl, f2 are defined as 
above, then 
f <f l ,  f <f2, f=Af2 .  
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Moreover, every matroidal component o f f  is a matroidal component of f ~ or of f ~, 
Proot. Obviously f < ]'1, f < f2- Also 
f lf2 = (f v Hx)( f  v HKiK2) = f v xHKiK2 = f. 
Let now M be a matroidal component of f (f<~M), which is not a componen~ 
f2 (f2~fiM)- Therefore HKxK2~M.  But, HK1x<~M and HK2x<-f. There e: 
hence (possibly equal) prime implicants T1 and 7"2 of M, such that HKtx  <~ T~ .i 
HK2x <~ "1"2. If HKi ~< Ti (i = 1 or 2) it would follows that HK~K2 <~ T~ <~M, wh 
is absurd. Hence, HKI~ T~ (i = 1, 2) and therefore, T~ = xT~ (i = 1, 2). The posil ~ 
consensus in x of Tx, T2 is T~T~, and M being matroidal, if T l~  T2, tt, 
T'~T~<~M. From HK, x<<-T~ ( i= 1,2) we get now HK~<~T[ ( i= 1,2) and he~ 
HK1K2 = HKI  • HK2~ T[T~<~M--a contradiction. In conclusion, T~ ~ T2 le 
to a contradiction. Hence T~ = T2. 
From HK~x ~< T~ and from the fact that K~,/(2 have no common variables, 
follows now that Hx <~ T, and therefore M is a matroidal component of f~. [ 
Corollary 2. The successive determination of the functions f~, f2, fn ,  f l2 ,  /21, f: 
f111 . . . . .  etc. results in the determination of all the prime matroidal components o f  
The validity of this assertion follows from the theorem above, and from tt, 
remark that the number of Boolean functions trictly larger than a given one i 
finite. 
The procedure outlined above will be refered to below as the obstruction remot:c 
technique, or ORT. 
Remark 9. The ORT applied to quadratic functions produces only quadrati 
functions. Consequently, the prime components of a quadratic function are a 
quadratic. 
Example 4. Let 
f = xyz v yzt v xt v xu v zu v ytu. 
In order to remove the x-obstruction in the pair (xt, xu) we produce 
f x = x v yz t  v zu  v ym,  ]'2 = xyz  v yz t  v xt  v xu  v zu  v tu. 
f~ is matroidal. In order to remove from [2 the u-obstruction i  the pair (xu, :,.~ 
we produce 
.f21 -~" U V . ,~Z V yz t  V Xt, .f22 = XZ V yz t  V Xt  V ..1¢U V ZU V tU. 
f21 is matroidal. In order to remove from/22 the x-obstruction i  the pair (xz, ::~ i'
we produce 
f221 = X V yzt v zu v tu, /222 ~--" XZ V Zt  V Xt  V XU V ZU V tU. 
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f222 is matroidal. Finally f221 decomposes into the product of the matroidal 
functions 
f2211=XVUVyZt, f2212=XVZl~VtltVZt. 
Therefore the prime components of f are among the functions f~, f21, f222. f22.,  
f22~2 and we have, 
f = fl" h ,"  f=2=" f=, , "  f~,2, 
and m(f)~< 5. Since f222 ~/2212 and fl ~--~/2211, f2212 and ]:2211 are not prime, and we 
get 
f = f , "  h , "  h~,  
and hence re(f)~< 3. As a matter of fact, 
f : f , "  h,  
and re(f)  = 2. 
Different accelerated versions of  the ORT can be constructed. One of them- -  
the parallel ORT,  particularly indicated for graphic functions--wi l l  be described 
in Section 3. We describe below another such improved procedure,  the series 
ORT.  
Assume now that 
f(xl . . . . .  x . )  = C lV .  • • v C,, 
is the irredundant normal disjunctive form of the non-matroidal  function f, that 
the positive consensuses of a Ci and of a C i with respect to their common 
variables are not all implicants of f, and that 
Ci = HK1, C i = HK2, 
where the elementary conjunctions H, K1, K2 involve no pairwise common 
variables, K~ ~ 1 (i = 1, 2), and where H contains the p variables x,, • - • x%. Let us 
then put 
where, 
fi : f v H, f .=  f v H'K,K2, 
H'= x~x~- • • x% v x~,x~ 3 - • • x~o v .  • .vx~,  • • • x~, x~,+, - - - x~,, 
V'''V]q~'''X%_. 
Based on Theorem 3 we can establish that 
(i) f<f~,  f<f , , ,  f=f&, 
(ii) Every matroidal component  of f is a matroidal component  of fI or of fli- 
It is easy to remark that f~ being equal to the f~ of the ORT (when applied to 
the same obstruction), and f .  being larger than f2, the ser ies-ORT accelerates the 
original ORT.  
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2.3. Twin variables in a nondecreasing Boolean function 
Let f be a nondecreasing Boolean function, x, y two of the variables and Z 
vector of all the other variables. Assume that 
f(x, y, Z) = xy v xh(Z) v yh(Z) v r(Z), 
where the nondecreasing Boolean functions h and r do not depend on x or 
When f has such an expression, we shall say that x and y are twin variables (a 
the corresponding elements in the independence system are twin elements). 
such twin variables exist the matroidal number of f does not change if one 
them is 'omitted'. Indeed, 
Theorem 4. For any pair of twin variables x, y of f, we have 
ruff(x, y, Z)] = ruff(x, O, Z)] = ruff(0, y, z)]. 
Proof. Obviously, m[_f(x, O, Z)] = ruff(0, y, z)] and according 
ruff(x, o, z ) ]~ m[/(x, y, z)] .  
If m If(x, 0, Z)] = k, then 
f(x, O, Z) = xh(Z)v  r(Z) = Ml(x, Z) . . . Mk (x, Z), 
where all the matroidal functions M~(x, Z)  have the form 
M, (x, Z)  = x~ (Z) v r, (Z), i = 1 . . . .  , k. 
Let us define 
~, (x, y, z )  = xy v xh,(Z) v y~ (Z) v r, (Z) 
= xy v (x v y) k (z )  v rl (Z) 
= xyvMi (xvy ,  Z). 
Then 
to Remark 
k k 
M, . . . . .  ~ = [ I  [xy v M,(x ~ y, Z)] = xy v I-I M, (x v y, Z) 
i~ l  i= l  
= xy v f (x  v y, O, Z)  = f(x, y, Z). 
Let us prove now that the ~ 's  are matroidal. In other words, we have to pr,::: 
that xy v (x v y )~(Z)v  ri(Z) is matroidal if x~(Z)v  r~(Z) is matroidal. The ca! 
hi(Z) identically 0 or identically 1 are trivial. Let us consider the irredund~ 
disjunctive forms 
hi(Z) = A lv -  • -vA~, r i (Z )=Blv .  "vB ,  
of hi(Z) and r~(Z). Let us consider all possible obstructions: 
(1) The positive consensus of xy and any Aix(Ajy) is absorbed by Aiy(A~x 
(2) The positive consensus of any Aix and any Aky is absorbed by xy. 
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(3) All other positive consensuses are absorbed since M~ is a matroid. 
Hence, m[f(x, y, Z)]<~k, and therefore rail(x, y, Z)] = k. [] 
The analog concept in the case of graphs is that of twin vertices, i.e. adjacent 
vertices having the same neighbourhood. The above theorem shows that for 
matroidal decompositions it is sufficient o consider reduced graphs, i.e. graphs 
having no twin vertices (and obtained from any graph by eliminating some of the 
twin vertices). 
3. Matroidal decomposition of the independence system of a simple graph 
In this section we shall consider the special case of independence systems 
consisting of all the independent (stable) sets of vertices of a simple graph G. Such 
independence systems are described by purely quadratic positive Boolean func- 
tions of the form 
fG = ~/ ~/ a, kx, xk, 
i=l  k=l  
j~k 
where the 0-1 variables x~ are associated to the vertices i of the graph, where 
a~ i = 1 iff i and j are adjacent. Obviously, any purely quadratic positive Boolean 
function corresponds in this way to a simple graph. 
It follows from the repeated application of the ORT that every prime matroidal 
component of a purely quadratic function is quadratic. 
3.1. The matroidal components of a simple graph 
Let us consider a subset S of the vertex set V of a simple graph G, and let 
K1 . . . . .  Kq be the vertex sets of all the connected components of the subgraph of 
G induced by V\S ;  let us put 
Ms = Ls vQK,  v"  • -vOw.  
Obviously, Ms is a matroidal component of ft .  
Theorem 5. If M is a matroidal component of the quadratic function f6 associated 
to a simple graph G, then there exists a subset S of the vertex set of G such that 
M >/Ms, equality holding if M is a prime matroidal component. 
Proof. Let Ls be the linear part and N the nonlinear part of the matroidal 
component M of f~ 
M=L~vN 
and let Ms have the definition given above. We claim that QK~<M 
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(i= 1,2 . . . . .  q). "Ibis is obvious if IK+I= 1, since then OK, =0.  If IK+I~>2, let 
and v2 be arbitrary distinct vertices in Ki and we prove the claim by showing.: 
x~,x~<~M. Since 7;:, ~2 are in the same connected component K~, there exists : 
path v~, we, w~ . . . . .  w,, ~2 in G such that wiq~ S (j = 1, 2 . . . .  r). Therefore 
x,; x,+, vx.. x~, / - .  -vx~,xo ~<fa ~<M. 
Since v~, v2 and w~ are not in S, each conjunction on the left-hand side is a prime 
implicant of M. Since M is matroidal we obtain by successive positive consensus 
x~x~ <~M, x,.,x,~+<~M, . . . .  xo,x~, <~M, x~x~<<.M. 
This proves the claim. From the claim it follows that Ms ~< M. Obviously M, </~i 
implies that M is not prime. [] 
Example 5. If P is the chordless pentagon, 
fp= XIX 2 /X2X3vx3x4vX4XsVX5X1.  
All its prime matroidal components can easily be seen to be Q~1,2.3,4,51, LIVL3\' 
Q~4.5~, LIvLavO,2.3~, L2,,,L4vO~l.sr, L2vLsvQ{3,ab L3vLsvQ{1.2p We note 
that f is strictly smaller than the product of any two of its prime components, but 
tip = (X 1 V X"~ \,/X4Xs)(X 2V X 4 V X IXs)(X3 V X 5 V X 1X2)" ~ 
hence re(P) = 3. 
3.2. Prime components and cuts of a simple graph 
The last theorem shows that the matroidai components of a simple graph G are 
uniquely determined by some subsets S of their vertex sets. In this section we 
shall characterize those subsets S which define the prime matroidal components ol 
G. 
Again, let M s be the matroidal component associated to S; then 
Ms=L~ ] OK, v O , :2v -  • • v O, , . ,  
where K~ . . . . .  K, are the connected components of the subgraph induced by 
G\S. 
Let us denote by c(G) the number of connected components of a simple graph 
G. 
Defa~lion. A set S of vertices of G is called a cut if for any S 'c  S, such that: 
]S'[---IS[- 1, we have c fG\S ' )<c(G\S) .  
Remark 10. We shall always consider the empty set to be a cut. 
Example 6. The only cuts of the chordless pentagon are the empty set and the; 
five maximal stable sets of it. 
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"l~eorem 6. A necessary and sufficient condition [or the matroidal component Ms 
associated to the subset S of vertices of G to be prime, is that S is a cut. 
l~r~f .  We shall prove that Ms is not prime if and only if S is not a cut. 
(1) Assume that S is not a cut. Hence, there is a set S 'c  S, IS'[ = [S I -1 ,  such 
that c(G\S ' )  = m>~c(G\S)=r .  Let us put S=S'U{a} (a6S') .  Then 
Ms.=Ls, vO.,v'"vQr-t.. Ms = Ls. vL .  vOK,  v"  " "vQK.  
Since S' c S, every component of G \ S is contained in a connected component 
of G \ S'. On the other hand, the vertex a belongs to a certain H i. Therefore, the 
partition {a}, K1,/(2 . . . . .  K, is a refinement of the partition Hi , /42 . . . . .  H,,, and 
hence r + 1/> m ; taking into account hat r ~< m, it follows that one of the following 
two alternative takes place: 
- either m>r (and hence m =r+l ) ,  and the two partitions are equal; in this 
case, for example I4i = K~ (i ~< r) and H,+I = {a}, implying that Ms, <Ms and that 
Ms is not prime; 
- or m = r, and the partition H 1 . . . . .  Mr, is such that one of the sets, say H1, is 
the union of two sets of the other partition, while the sets ~ (i/> 2) are equal to 
the remaining sets of K i. If/-/1 = {a} U/~., it can be easily seen that Ms, < Ms. On 
the other hand, if for example H1 = Kl U K2, then a certain Hi ( i¢ 1) must be 
equal to {a}, and hence {a} is a connected component of G\S ' ;  therefore 
(G \ S') \ {a } = G \ S contains the connected component HI  = K~ O/(2, a contradic- 
tion. Hence, if S is not a cut, then Ms is not prime. 
(2) Let us assume now that Ms is not prime. Then there exists S~ with 
Ms <Ms,  implying that S i tS ;  we may put S=S1UA,  with Af')SI=(~ and 
A ~ 0. We have 
Ms,=Ls, vQ.,v"'vQ.., Ms = Ls, vLA  vQK,  v"  • • vQK,  
Since $1 c S, every connected component K~ of G\S  is contained in a con- 
nected component Hi of G\S1.  But every connected component Hi of G\S1 
contains at most one connected component K~ of G \S :  indeed, if H i ~_ K~, U K~ 2 
(i1~ i2) then let XleKi ,  and XEeKi2; 
XlX2 ~ O,i ~ Ms, "( Ms, 
but x~ S (i = 1,2) and hence x~ and x2 belong to the same connected component 
of G\S,  a contradiction. In conclusion, r~ < m, and after reindexing, K~ = H~ for 
i<~r. 
Now let aeA and S '=S\{a};  if a is isolated from KI . . . . .  K, in G\S '  this 
means that {a} is a connected component of G \ S' and hence 
c(G\S ' )=c(G\S)+ I = r+ l. 
If a is connected say to a vertex of K~, then it is isolated from all K~ (i ¢ 1), 
because otherwise K~U{a}UK~ is a connected set of G\S I ,  and hence is 
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contained in some Hi, contradicting the fact that H i contains at most one h 
Hence, c(G\  S') = r = c (G\  S). 
In any case, c(G\S ' )~c(GkS) ,  showing that S is not a cut. [] 
Remark 11. The theorem shows clearly when a prime implicatum Ls of a purel 
quadratic function f~, while being a (purely linear) matroidal component of C 
might not be a prime matroidal component of it; this happens if and only if ther, 
is a vertex s~ S connected to a single element of V\S .  
Example 7. Let G be the following graph: 
C)------C)-----C) © 
1 2 3 4 
LI2.31 is a prime implicatum of fo but is not a prime matroidal component of f( 
The other prime implicata (L{1,3 b L~2,41) are also not prime matroidal componenll 
of f. 
The example shows that it might happen that no prime implicatum of f~ is 
prime matroidal component of it. It seems therefore that the matroidal decompos 
ition of a function generalizes substantially the concept of dualization. 
3.3. Accelerated obstruction removal technique for the independence system of ,  i 
graph 
The general ORT described in Section 2 can be substantially accelerated for th:' 
special case of the independence system of all stable sets of a graph. 
Given a graph G, its associated Boolean function f, a vertex x of G, puttin!, 
again x---L~ and denoting by A the neighbourhood of x, we have 
f=xL,,, vg, 
where g is the Boolean function associated to the subgraph of G obtained b!,, 
removing x. 
Suppose now that there exists an obstruction in x, i.e. xavxa '~f  but aa'~g. 
Define then 
f l=xvg ,  fz=xLA vOA vg. 
The graph G1 corresponding to/'1 is obtained from G by introducing a loop in :~ 
and removing all the other edges incident o x. The graph G2 corresponding to/':~ 
is obtained from G by introducing edges between all pairs of vertices in th~: 
neighbourhood of x. 
Theorem 7. The fuctions 1'1, f2 are strict majorants off, and f = f lf2. Any matroi&t~ 
component of f is a matroidal component of fl or of ]'2. A common matroida, 
component of [1 and of f2 is neither a prime matroidal component of f nor of f2. 
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Proof. Obviously f<f l  and f<f2-  Also, 
flf2 = (x v g)(xLA v QA V g) = XLA V g = f. 
Suppose now that M is a matroidal component of f, but not of f2- Then, there are 
elements a, a' ~A so that axva'x<~f<~M, but aa '~M.  Since a%M and a '~M 
(otherwise it would follow that aa '~M) ,  and since ax and a'x cannot appear in 
the disjunctive form of the matroidal function M without aa' being also present, it 
follows that the only way to have axva 'x  <~M is to have x ~<M. Hence M is a 
matroidal component of x v g. 
Assume now that M is a common matroidal component of fl and of f2- Then, 
M>~f~ vf2 = x v OA vg,  
or, 
M>~xvLA,LA2 VQA, VQA2 Vg, 
where A1 is the subset of those variables in A which appear in the linear part of 
M, and A 2 is the complement of A1 in A. 
On the other hand, 
M=xvL ,~,vLB vQK v" 'vQ~,  
where B is the set of linear terms not in A, and where K~ . . . . .  Kq induce cliques. 
Obviously, there exists a K~, so that A2 ~ K~. Let us now put 
M'= LA, vLa  vQK,  v"  • "VQK, o_,VQK, ou. V QK,o.,V" " "vQ~ 
Obviously M'  is a matroidal function, and M'<M.  Moreover, f~M' .  Indeed, 
any term of g is majorized by LA, vLavQr ,  v ' "  • v Qr~, a term xa with aEA1 is 
majorized by LA,, while a term xa' with a'EA2 is majorized by OK .... . In 
conclusion, M '  is a matroidal component of f, and hence M is not prime for f. 
From the fact that M'  ~>f2 it follows that M is not prime for f2 either. []  
Remark 12. A common matroidal component of f~ and f2 might be prime for fl" 
For example, if f = xz v xt v yz v yt, fl = x v yz v yt, f2 = xz v xt v zt v yz v yt, the 
common matroidal component Lx v Q{y.z.,} of fl and of f2 is prime for f~. 
CoroHm'y 3. If f is a quadratic function, having the matroidal decomposition 
f = M1 • • " Mk, then by reindexing the Mi, there exists an h (1 ~ h <~ k) so that the 
functions M~ (i <~h) are components of fl but not of ]:2, while the functions Mi 
(i ~ h + 1) are components of f2, but not of A. 
It follows from Theorem 7, that denoting by ~ and ~ respectively the sets of 
prime components of f and of f~ (i = 1, 2), and by d~ 2 the set of components of f2, 
we have 
~- ~2 u (~1 \~t2). 
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Since the converse inclusion can also be proved easily, we have 
Corollary 4. ~ = ~'2U(~1\ .~2).  
3.4. Application to threshold graphs 
A class of graphs for which the parallel ORT works remarkably well is that ~, 
threshold graphs. These graphs have been introduced in [1] and are described t 
detail in [2]. A possible definition of threshold graphs is the following one: 
graph is threshold if and only if it can be built recursively starting from a loople., 
one-vertex graph by the repeated application of two operations: 
- add to the the already constructed graph a new isolated vertex, 
- add to the already constructed graph a new (dominating) vertex linked to all th, 
other vertices of the old graph. 
If the vertices of G are labelled 1, 2 . . . . .  n according to the order in which the, 
appear in the constructive procedure, ff they are further labelled by the symbols 1 
or I according to whether they have been first introduced as dominating or a 
isolated vertices, and if we take conventionally the first vertex as having label D 
then a graph like 
2 3 
can be described as a sequence DII2D314IsD6 (designating exactly the sequenc: 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)). If D h is followed by a Dh÷l, Dh+2, etc., it can be seen that th  
vertices h, h + 1, h + 2, etc. are twins, and vice-versa, every pair of twin vertice:~ 
can be recognized as belonging to an uninterrupted sequence of D's. Therefor:: 
a reduced threshold graph can be described by a sequence DI I . . .  ID I . .  
ID I . . .  ID (possibly continuing with some further I - - - I ) .  Representing th~ 
intervals of the form I • • • I between the D 's  by symbols J and relabeling so th~. 
D~ is the first vertex and Dk the last dominating vertex, we represent (3 2: 
D1JID2J2"'" JHDtJ l ' ' "  J~-lDk.lk (where Jk might be empty). We shall nov 
apply the parallel ORT first to the vertex Dk producing a graph Gt consisting 0
the looped vertex Dk and the threshold graph D1JaD2J2"'" Jk-2Dk-l,  and the: 
graph G 2 which is actually a clique on the set V\Jk. The graph G 2 being, 
matroidal, we continue the procedure only for Ga, producing a graph Glt  and :L 
matroidal graph (clique) Gl2 , and afterwards a graph Gt~x and a matroidal grapl, 
(clique) GH2, etc. The matroidal graphs produced by the algorithm are 
G2 = QDtUI~U'"UJk_~UD~,, 
G12 = Lt~ v Qo,us,u...uJ~_~uo,_,, 
Gl l  2 = L Dk_,UDk V QD~.UJ tU...UJk .s.UDk_ 2, 
Gll... 12 = LD3u...uo, v QD,uJ,UD2, 
Gl l . . . I I  = LD2u...UD k. 
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All the k matroidal components G2, Gx2 . . . . .  Gl1...12, G11...11 of G are obvi- 
ously prime. Hence m(G)<~k, this number is exactly k, since none of the listed 
prime matroidal components can be omitted. Indeed, omitting G 2 we lose all the 
variables in Jk-1, omitting Glt2 we create the conjunction Dk-ljk-1 (jk-lCJk-1) 
absent in G, omitting Gl l  2 we create the conjunction Dk-EJk-2 (Jk-: e Jk-2) absent 
in G . . . . .  omitting G1v..11 we create the conjunction Dlj~ (J~eJ1) absent in G. 
Therefore 
Theorem 8. The matroidal number of the reduced threshold graph 
D1J1D2J2" " " Jk-lDkJk (Jk possibly empty) is k. 
Example 8 (continued). The matroidal decomposition f the reduced graph G of 
page 24 is 
G=G 2- G12- G l l  
where, 
G2 = Q11.2.3.4.5.6}, O12 = L6 v Q{lu2o3}, G l l  = L1306}. 
4. Graphs of matroidal number k 
After constructing for any positive integer k a class of graphs having matroidal 
number k, we conclude this paper with a characterization f the graphs having 
matroidal number 2. 
4.1. Matroidal decomposition of complete k-partite graphs 
Let us consider a complete k-partite graph G, whose maximal stable sets are 
$1, $2 . . . . .  Sk) (obviously, S~ N S i = 0 for i4: j). The minimal transversals of G are 
Ti = S IUS2U"  • "v&- lU&+l  U""  "USk. 
Clearly 
f~= V L~,L~,, 
or, in conjunctive normal form, 
fo  =~, t~2-  • • t~ ~ . (4) 
Theorem 9. Let G be a complete k-partite graph and let q (<~k ) be the number of 
the S~'s consisting of a single vertex. Then, 
k if q <~1, 
re(G)= -q+l  ifq>~2. 
ProoL If q~2,  any two vertices belonging to Si's of cardinality 1 are twins, and 
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by Theorem 4, one of them can be eliminated from the graph without ,: 1;~ 
matroidal number. The remaining graph will be a complete (k - q ~ l)-i a~li , 
with only one S~ of cardinality 1, and thus, the only case to be examincc b. 
It can be seen from (4) that m(G)<~ k. In order to prove that m(G~,  i( 
first assume that q = 0. In this case let G '  be the subgraph of G induced b.¢ a 
vertices in $1, S= . . . . .  Sk-1 and by one of the vertices in S k. According to Rt: 
7, m(G ' )~m(G) .  Therefore,  the validity of the Theorem for q = l impli, 
validity for q = 0. We shall assume from here on that Sk == {s}. Therefore 
T1 = S2v S3v-  • "v Sk-~ VS, 
T2= S~ vS3v" • • v Sk_~vs, 
Tk = 8~ v$2v"  " " V Sk- ~, 
and the set V of all variables is 
V=Sl  vS2v"  • "vSk-l  vs= Tk vs. 
We notice that Tk is not a prime matroidal component,  because (;~ 
tj- , v Or, 
Now let 
M=svOK,  v . . . vOK.  
be any prime matroidal component  of G, and let us assume that M ~ 
( i=1  . . . . .  k - l )  and MskQv. If LT, ~<Ls for an ie{1 . . . . .  k - l}  then M i~ 
prime. Therefore every T~ \S~ • (i = 1 . . . . .  k - 1), and hence the subgrap'i~ 
duced by V\S  is connected. It follows that r = 1 and 
M=LsvQK, .  
Since Ov  = Osur ,  = Qs v LsLK, v OK, ~< Ls v OK, = M, the matroidal compone r~ : 
is not prime. 
In conclusion, the prime matroidal components of f~ are among/- ,r ,  . . . . .  J 
and Lj_,r, v Or  = Qv. 
We now prove that if any factor among these k factors is omitted from ! ::i 
product,  then the product changes. 
From the irredundancy of the conjunctive normal form of fG it follows ~ti 
fG# Lr,"  " L.r._,. 
Consider now the function g = T*~. Or, where T~ = LT, • • • Lr,_ LT,÷ • • • [ ~ 
Obviously, T*  >~ Ls,. But Qv = Q~ v Ls, LT, v QT, >I Q~, and therefore g = T~i" " ; 
Ls," Q~>~Qs,. On the other hand IS i [> l  implies that Qs,~[¢ and hence g,, i¢: 
In conclusion, the representation of fG as 
/G  = L r , / - - r ,  " ' "  T -n_ ,Ov  
is irredundant, and hence m ( f~)= k. [ ]  
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4.2. Matroidal decomposition of k-polar graphs into k matroids 
In this section we shall generalize the class of complete k-partite graphs by 
introducing the class of k-polar graphs, which will be seen to have similar 
properties regarding matroidal decompositions. It will be seen that k-polar graphs 
usually have matroidal number k, that they are perfect, and that for k ~< 2 they are 
the only graphs of matroidal number k. (The case of the chordless pentagon shows 
that this last property does not hold for k >2.)  
Let us consider now a simple graph G, having V as its vertex set, and having no 
loops. Let k be an arbitrary positive integer. Suppose that V has two partition- 
ings: one into the pairwise disjoint sets P0, PI . . . . .  Pk and another into the 
pairwise disjoint sets KI . . . . .  Kq. Suppose further that two vertices i and j are 
adjacent if and only if i e Ph,, J e Ph2 (hi ~ hE; hi, h2 ~ 0) or i, j e K~. In other words, 
the sets P1 . . . . .  Pk define a complete k-partite graph, while all the sets K~ induce 
cliques. Such a graph will be called a k-polar graph. The sets P1 . . . . .  Pk will be 
called poles, and P0 will be called the centre. 
For example, in 
l 
P0 = {1, 4, 5}, P1 = {2, 6},/'2 = {3, 7} and K1 = {1, 2, 7}, K2 = {3, 4}, K3 = {5, 6}. 
Obviously, this concept for k = 1 simply reduces to that of a loopless matroidal 
graph. 
The Boolean function representing the independence system of such a graph is 
simply 
f=OK,  v - . -vQ~v V LpLp,. (5) 
I,r,pO 
In order to get a more detailed expression of [, let us put for every i = 1 . . . . .  q: 
and 
Pii=K~rqPi, j=O,  1 . . . . .  k. 
Ti = P, v" "v  Pj-, vPi+x v" " "vPk, j= l  . . . . .  k. 
A set K~ will be called centred if and only if Pio ~ ~. With these notations, 
k q 
K, = V / : ' . ,  P~ = V / : ' .  
i=O i= l  
and (5) becomes 
f = V Or,,, v V Lr,ioLr,,, v V Lp, LP,, 
i, j i,j l-7~r 
i=~eO l,r=~O 
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or, equivalently, 
f = V Or,,, v V Le,,,Lr,,, v I - I  Lr.. 
i , i  i , i  h 
Taking into account Theorem 4, we can suppose that G has no twin v, 
G is not reduced, its matroidal number  is equal to that of its associat, :(: 
graph. 
Theorem 10. The matroidal number mk of a reduced k-polar graph G i: ~:~ ' 
moreover, if IP~I~>2 for at least k -1  indices j ~ O, then mk = k. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the k functions 
fj = fv/-.r,, j= l  . . . . .  k 
or, equivalently, 
i 
(where Pio and p~j represent the unique elements (if any) in Pi0 ai:: 
respectively, and where /-~,o and I.o, ` are equal to 0 if P~o = 0 or Pii =: ~i, i,-! 
lively), are matroidal, and that 
f=f ,  . . . . .  fk. 
Therefore mk ~< k. 
On the other hand, the subgraph induced by V\Po  is complete k-pal l  ~e, 
because of the cardinality condition on the Pi's, it is reduced. Hence,  its J~.n ;~t:~',:, 
number,  according to Theorem 9, is k. Therefore mk >~ k and hence mk = l. I 
Remark  13. It seems that the relation mk = k in the above theorem remai-ts ,
even without the cardinality condition on the P/'s. 
4.3• Perfectness of k-polar graphs 
Consider a k-polar graph G and assume that the cliques 
centred, while K,,+I . . . . .  K,  are not centred. Obviously 
Kz = P t lv . -  .vP~k, l=m+l  . . . . .  q 
K1 ....... K,r, 
where some of the P~j's might be empty. 
Consider now the non-empty sets Ptj (l = m + 1 . . . . .  q; j = 1 . . . . .  k) and di~::r 
by sj the number  of such sets in Pj. Assuming for simplicity that sl 3 .  • • .:.- s~;, 
can reindex these sets as R~, R j where R i . . . . .  R~, = 0. Finally, 17 • " " ' S t '  s l+ l  
k 
R,=U R~, h=l  . . . . .  sl- 
i=1 
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It is easy to see that every Rh is a clique, and that the vertex set V of G is 
covered by the cliques K~ . . . . .  K,,, R~ . . . . .  Rs,. Therefore O(G) <~ m + sl. 
On the other hand, take 
P~eP~o, /=1  . . . . .  m 
and 
rh e R~, h=l  . . . . .  sl. 
Obviously, the set {p~ . . . . .  Pro, r: . . . . .  r~,} is stable, and therefore a (G)~ m + s~. 
In conclusion, 
O(G) <- rn +sl <~a(G), 
and since the converse inequality does always hold, it follows that G satisfies the 
condition O(G)=a(G).  Since every induced subgraph of a k-polar graph is 
k'-polar, it will also satisfy this relation, showing the following. 
Theorem 11. Every k-polar graph is per[ecr 
Remark 14. It is easy to see that for k ~< 2, every k-polar graph is a comparability 
graph, but for k ~>3 this is not true, as can be seen in the following graph: 
Remark 15. The same graph shown above illustrates the fact that the comple- 
ment of a k-polar graph is not necessarily k-polar. 
4.4. Characterization o[ the graphs having matroidal number 2 
The object of this section is to show that a graph's matroidal number is at most 
2 if and only if it is 1- or 2-polar. We shall start by examining some properties of 
graphic functions having matroidal number 2. Let us put 
f~ = Ls, v QK,, v" " v Or,o, (7) 
f2 - -  Ls~ v QK~, v"  • • v OK~, (8) 
and 
f = f~f2, (9) 
where fl, f2 are matroidal, f is graphic, Ls~ are the linear parts of f~, and Qr,~ are 
their quadratic parts (cliques); some of the Kih may have cardinality 1. 
If V is the vertex set of the simple graph G described by f, 
V -  $1 UKn U- • • U Klq = $2 U K21 U- • • U/(2,. 
It is assumed that 
$1nS2=¢,  
i.e. that G is simple. 
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Lemma 1. / f  Ku  nK2i¢ O, then K2i\S 1 and Kli \S~ are c ~'i:' ' 
to inclusion. More precisely, exactly one of the following thr~, ~ h 
(a) K2i \ S 1 =- K l i  \$2, 
(b) K2i \ S1 c Kli \ S2 and S2 C Kli, 
(c) Kli \ S2 c K2i \ S1 and SI c K2j. 
Here c stands for proper inclusion. 
Proof .  For simplicity let us put K ,  = HI ,  K2i = 1-12, and confide r 
tion of f to the subset X = S1 U $2 tO H1 U/-/2. Let us put 
HiGHz=A(¢O) ,  S, nH2=T, ,  S2NH,=T2, 
S i \T I=R1,  52\Tz=R2, H1\ (AUTz)=B1,  J~[2\ I ,: 
With these notations, the set X has the fol lowing representati:~J 
disjoint subsets: 
X = RI U T1U R2to T2U A U B1U B2. 
By restricting f~ and f2 to X we get 
f l  = LR,  v/---r ,  v O. , , ,ua"~um v Or,,  v ' "  • v Qp,, 
f~ =/.. ,~v L.~ v O~,_,.~,,..,:, v 0~, v . "  .v  ON, 
where the last terms show the decomposit ions of B i UR  i i:nto ;L'~i 
P1U" • "UPs =B2UR2, NltO" • "UN,=B1URi .  
The restriction f '  of f to X will then become 
f '=  f~ • f~ = LR LR, v LR,L,-2 v L,~2L~ ' vL~ L~,v O,, 
vQr, vOr~v LALr~v LaLr, v Ls,Lr, v Lj,2L,, 
vQp, v . . . vOp vQN, v . . . vO~r  vg, 
where 
g = LALa,La~ v LALa,Ln~ v LALa~LR, v Qa~Ln, v Qa,J-.a~ ." "'ii' 
The terms of g are conjunctions involving 3 or  4 variables, a:ad :' b i 
they have to be all equal to 0, (because no absorpt ion can tak,e 'I:' ~ 
Let  us consider the first such term, LALa,LB~. Since A ~ 0. it I!o l] . 
B 2 must be empty.  Hence  H2\S 1 and H1\S2 are comparab],~ v l 
inclusion. The  fol lowing cases are possible: 
(a) B t=B2=0.  Then g=0 and H a=AtoT2 ,  HE=AUT 
KI, \ 52 =/(2i \ Sl, 
(b) B2 = O, B~ ~ O. Then LALmLa ~ = 0 implies RE = 0. Then Ht  .... 
H2 = A U T~, $2 = Tz, showing that K2i \ Sac  KI~ \ $2 and S:, c IZ,~ ; 
(c) B~ =0,  B25k O. Reasoning as above, it follows that KH ~,!;2 :::: 
SI c Kzj. [] 
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Lemma 2. If KliNK2i~O and KtifqK2a~O (j~h), then K2i\S,=Kt~\S2, 
K2h \ S1 c::: Ku \ $2 and S 2 c Kw 
Proof. Let us suppose that K2i \ S~ _ K1, \ S2. 
In this case, if Kt i \S2D_K2h\St ,  it follows that KEi\St~_K2h\S~, which 
together with K2iNK2h=O implies K2h\St=O, or K2h~_Sx. However, from 
K2h f3Ku~:0 it follows now that S1NKt~O, which is impossible. Hence 
K2la \ St D Ku \ S2. Now, by Lemma 1, we get S t C K2h , implying K2h \ S t ~ (J and 
(K2, \ St) fq (K2i \ St) ~- Kt~ \ $2. Now, if KI~ \ $2 ~ O, then K2h fq K2i # O, which is 
impossible. Hence, K~ \ $2 = 0, or Ku ~_ $2 and then, from K~ fq K2f # O it follows 
that $2 ~ K2i # O, which is absurd. 
In conclusion we see that K2 i \S t~K l i \S  2. The second relation follows by 
symmetry. The last relation follows directly from the preceding lemma. [] 
Lemma 3. If Ku N K2i ~ ¢, Kti CIK2,~ 0 (j~ h), then the number of cliques Ktk 
(k = 1 , . . . ,  q) having a nonempty intersection with any given clique K2t is at most 
1. 
lh~o|. From the preceding lemma we have 
$2c Kt,, K2~\S1cKt,\S2, K2, kStcKt , \S2.  (10) 
Suppose first that K2j-OKtk ~ ¢ (k~ i). Then, by Lemma 2, Ku \Szc  K2~ \St 
contradicting (10). For similar reasons K2h OK1\ ~ ¢ (k~ i) is also impossible. 
Suppose now that K21 fq Ktk, 4 ¢ and K2t tq Ktk2 4 ¢ (l ~ j, h; kt ~ k2). The pre- 
ceding lemma gives 
StcKez, Klk,\S2cK2zkSt, Ktk2\S2cKzl\S1. (11) 
We remark that k~ cannot be equal to i, for otherwise: 
K2i \ S, = K~, \ $2 = Ktk, \ S2 = K2, \ S~ 
hence K2i\S t = ~ and K2i c S t c K2t which is impossible. Similarly k 2 cannot be 
equal to i. 
From (10), (11) and this remark, we have 
S2 c Kli, St c K21, 
K2i c Ku \ S2, K2h c Kli \ S2 
(because K2i C) $1 ~- K2 i CI K2z -= 0 and similarly for h) 
Ktk, c K2~ \ St, Ktk2 c K21 \ St. 
(because Ktk, V/$2 G Klk, N K~ = 0 and similarly for k2). 
Let us now choose arbitrarily the following vertices: Vl ~ K2i, v2 ~ K2a, v3 ~ Ktk,, 
v4~ Ktk2- Obviously all these vertices are distinct and none of them belongs to 
St U $2. If v~ represents, for simplicity, also the Boolean variable associated to the 
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vertex v~, then vlv2 is a conjunction of f~, while /)3/.)4 is a conjunction of 
Therefore vlv2v3v4 is a conjunction of f, which cannot be absorbed by any line: 
or quadratic onjunction. From that fact that f is quadratic, it follows now that t: 
assumption was absurd. [] 
Theorem 12. A loopless simple graph G has matroidal number at most 2, if a~l:: 
only if it is 1- or 2-polar. 
Proof. We have seen in Theorem 10 that a k-polar graph has matroidal numbel 
at most k. We shall outline below the proof of the converse statement for the cas,e: 
k~<2. 
Let f be the purely quadratic function associated to G, and assume the 
existence of [1,f2 defined by (7), (8) and satisfying (9). 
Case 1. The set V of all vertices (variables) is equal to S~ U S=. In this case the: 
Kli's form a partition of $2, and the K2i's form a partition of St. Therefore, 
f=f ,  f2 = V OK,,v V QK=,vL,,L,= 
i j 
and hence f is 2-polar (P1 = Si, P2 = 82, P0--" O)- 
Case 2. S~ U $2 = fJ. The Kl~'s as well as the K2i's form two partitions of V, and 
by Lemma 3, one of them, say the first one, is a refinement of the second one. 
Therefore fl ~<f2 and hence f= flf2 = [1 is matroidal and thus 1-polar. 
Case 3. S~ = fJ, fJ ~ $2 ~ V, and every Ku meets at most one KEi. In this case, if 
a K~ meets no K2i, then Klio~_S2, so that Or, ,o<Ls ~. However, if a K~, meets a 
certain K2i, then Ku, \$2 _~ K2i, and hence QK,,, < Ls.v QK..,. In conclusion, /1 ~" 
f2, and f = flf2 = fl is matroidal and hence 1-polar. 
Case 4. $1 = O, fb # $2 c V and there is a Kli, which meets several K2i's (j E J1)- 
In this case, by Lemma 2. $2 c K~, and 
K. , \&= U K2,. 
Now, a Ku (i ~ i0 can meet at most one K2i (because S 2 CZ Ku, and $2 c K1~ are 
inconsistent), and it has to meet one (because Ku f3S2 = 0). Hence it meets 
exactly one K2~, and is actually equal to this KEr Conversely, any K2j, J¢ J l ,  is 
equal to some Kll, i~ il. Let us call these pairwise identical cliques H1 . . . . .  Hh. It 
can be seen now that 
h 
fi = Os.uu,.,,K~,v V OH,, A = Ls=v V 0,~, 
I=1  JeJi 
and that 
h 
f=O~v V OK~,v V O,.,,vL~- Lu,.,,K~, 
J~JI 1 = 1 
h 
vVO~,  
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which indicates the 2-polar structure of G: 
P1 = U K2i, P2 = $2, Po = V \  (P1 u P2). 
iEJl 
Case 5. $1, S2~O, S1US2 c V, and every Kli meets at most one K2i and every 
KEi meets at most one K~. For simplicity the Kl~'s which meet no K2i (i.e. ~-$2) 
will be called H1 . . . . .  H,. The KEi'S with the symmetric property will be called 
M~ . . . . .  M,. The other cliques Ku and K2i, may be relabelled so that for every 
1= 1 . . . . .  p, we have K~ = Ku NKEt# ~ and Ku \$2 = K21 \$1  = K~. Putting Ku = 
K~ U Nu and K2t = KI U N2t (with Nu c $2, N21 ~- $1), we have 
and 
t 
fi=Ls, v V O~v '~' Q,,,,,,_,K~, 
i=1  I=1 
j= l  l=1  
i=1 /=1 1=1 
showing that f is 2-polar with 
PI=S1, P2= S2, Po= V\(S1US2). 
Case 6. $1, $2:/:0, S1US2 C V and there exists a Ku which meets several K2i 
(i ~ I1). 
For simplicity suppose that i=  1. In this case by Lemma 2, S2cKI1 and by 
Lemma 3 no K2j meets two distinct Kli's. Moreover, any K1, (i ~ 1) meets at most 
one K2, (because S2cKI~ and S2c::Kl i  are  inconsistent) and it has to meet one 
(because Ku N $2 = 0). We redefine these K2i's as K~ in order that for l ~ 1 we 
should have Ku fq K~I ¢ 0- By the lemmas we have then 
K,~\S2 = U (K2i\S~). 
icJ~ 
Ku\S2=Ku=K'21\S1 for l=2  . . . . .  q. 
Finally, we have to consider the last K2i's with j~ J1 and which are distinct from 
the K~fs); they are all included in $1; for simplicity we call them H1, HE . . . . .  /4,. 
We may now describe f~ and f2 as 
cl 
f,= Ls, vOK,,v V OK,,. 
1=2 
f2=Ls:v V Or~,v V QK~,v V OH, 
i~Ji 1=2 t=1 
which gives 
f=f , f2  = V QK~,QK~,v V OK'_., v V O. vLs~LK,,\s~vLs,Ls~ 
icJi 1=2 t= l  
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and indicates the 2-polar structure of f; we have 
P I=S1U(Kn\S2) ,  P2 = $2, Po = V \ (P~U192) .  
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